CHOOSING THE RIGHT SPECIE & GRADE
Here is an overview of the different species and grades we offer. Each and every species we offer has its own look, the natural
characteristics and the grain of each is unique. From the uniform look of a select and better Red Oak floor to the variation
that is offered in our NorthPlank grade in say Maple, there is much to choose from and many looks that can be achieved.
It’s very much a matter of personal taste that is guided by the look you desire to create in your home or workplace.
Each wood has a different relative hardness (Janka rating) and so you should also consider your personal living habits when
making your species choice, However no wood is dent or scratch proof. A good rule of thumb is if you have large pets and/
or a lot of traffic in your home the rule is the harder the better.

HARD MAPLE
A true classic! It offers many different design possibilities and extreme hardness as compared to other domestic species.
Maple has a closed grain with even texture. Usually the grain is straight, but sometimes it can appear curly, wavy, or striped.
The sapwood of this tree is generally white with a slight reddish-brown tint, and the heartwood is reddish brown and often
quite dark. There are black mineral streaks that appear in this wood and we sort these into the lower grades.
Maple Notes:
There are several species of Maple in North America. Hard Maple which we use exclusively grows in the eastern United
States and Canada. Its sap is used to produce Maple syrup.
Hard Maple and Black Maple are hardwoods. Other types such as Silver and Red Maple are much softer. Some of our
competitors offer Maple floors without specifying that they are using these softer species. These floors are much less
impact-resistant and cannot deliver the same clean uniform look.
Janka rating : 1450
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RED OAK
The people’s choice! Its rich look and distinctive visual grain pattern places it in high demand. Red Oak has an even grain
due to its slow growth. The sapwood is a light wheat color to pale brown with a slight reddish hue and the heartwood is a
darker brown with more red. Daily wear and tear is hardly noticeable camouflaged by its open grain and natural two tone look.
Red Oak Notes:
More than 200 subspecies of oak are found in North America. Northern Red Oak is found in the northeastern United States
and in southeastern Canada. However, because of climate Northern Red Oak and southern Red Oak are different. Up north
the colder winter slows growth and yields a harder, more uniform and more stable wood.
Janka rating: 1290
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WHITE OAK
Naturally beautiful! The graining of White Oak is very similar to Red Oak. Its color ranges from light beige to grayish brown.
It is essentially a straight-grained wood with a medium to coarse texture and longer rays than Red Oak that if sawn into
vertical grain shows the beautiful effect of its rays or fleck.
White Oak Notes:
White Oak grows throughout eastern North America it ranges from southern Quebec and Ontario to Georgia in the United
States. This species prefers a warm climate and does not like overly harsh winters. Therefore it is less suited for use in
northern climates than Red Oak.
Janka rating : 1360
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YELLOW BIRCH
Unique style! Yellow Birch has a closed straight grain that gives it a relatively even appearance. Its sapwood is a yellow
creamy to white color and its heartwood is a reddish-brown with red highlights. Yellow Birch sometimes has a curly or wavy
look and when the light is just right a certain unique pearl essence.
Yellow Birch Notes:
Yellow Birch grows primarily in Quebec, but there are also stands in the northeastern United States, and the Great Lakes
region. The heartwood is often referred to as Red Birch and should not be mistaken for a separate species. Yellow Birch is
often confused with its softer cousin White Birch, or Paper Birch, which some of our competitors and Chinese manufacturers
use as a replacement. Dents and scratches are far more visible on White Birch so it is important to specify Yellow Birch for
greater hardness and visual appeal.
Janka rating: 1260
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JANKA HARDNESS SCALE
The Janka Hardness Scale is determined by a controlled test, performed to measure the force necessary to embed a
.444 inch (11.28mm) steel ball to half its diameter in wood. The resulting data is expressed in pounds-force, or lbf. This
industry standard assessment is designed to gauge the various wood species hardness, determine its suitability as flooring,
and illustrate its tolerance to normal wear, tear and dents.
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consider your home or office layout and
traffic patterns. If you have children or
animals, very soft wood like pine may not be
desirable. All wood species below 1200 on
the Janka scale are expected to dent or wear
more easily, but offer warmth and charm as
they age. Extremely dense and exotic woods,
however, are reputed for being exceptionally
hard. While these species may offer benefits
in high-traffic homes and offices, they can be
challenging to install or require temperature
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